SUMMARY

Cooper Carry wanted The Main Las Olas to have an elevated terrace that contained outdoor seating and provided a unique view of Las Olas Blvd. FENEX supplied an Oversized Walkable Skylight that was a unique oculus design and met the load-bearing requirements. This created the desired view while also maintaining the space as a walkway. Along with the rest of the building, this walkable skylight meets Florida building codes and is impact and hurricane resistant.

SOLUTION

TYPE - Oversized Walkable Skylight
WEIGHT CAPACITY - More than 14,000 lbs
SPECIALIZATION - FL product approved oversized impact (D-Impact Rated)
SIZE - (1) 129” diameter of continuous glass with no supports

INFORMATION

INDUSTRY - Multi-use
ARCHITECT - Cooper Carry
CONTRACTOR - Stiles Construction
COMPLETION DATE - April 2020